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Abstract—The Agent Petri Nets (APN) formalism provides a set of adapted and specific tools, relations and functions for modeling multi-agent systems (MAS). However, there is a lack of tools for verifying the APN models. In order to fill some of these gaps, we propose in this paper, a meta-modeling approach based on the Model Driven Architecture (MDA). The Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) permits to define a generic APN Meta-model in Ecore informal format. Its abstraction level is very high, it offers as a basis for developing system models dedicated to various specific domains. In addition, the Object Constraint Language (OCL) aims to increase the structural verification level of the model and the Graphical Modeling Framework (GMF), for its part, is concerned with generating a graphical editor associated with the APN meta-model. Thus, we combine the rigor of APN formalism with the power of the MDA-based meta-modeling tools for verifying APN models.

Index Terms—Agent Petri Nets, Model Driven Architecture, Eclipse Modeling Framework, Graphical Modeling Framework, Metamodeling, Object Constraints Language.

I. INTRODUCTION

The development of complex systems requires the choice of appropriate formalisms to model and verify them. Several factors can guide these choices, including the power of expressiveness and the high level of abstraction guaranteed by the model and the set of verification mechanisms offered by these formalisms. Since their appearance, petri nets (PN) [1, 2] have been widely and successfully used in the modeling of different types of systems, including discrete, concurrent and parallel event systems. Among the advantages of these tools, the graphical representation makes the model readable. The mathematical foundations allow the establishment of a rigorous verification, guarantee a high reliability, and decrease the ambiguities. Petri nets are considered as an excellent tool that can be used to model and analyze discrete event systems [3, 5]. Several Petri net extensions have been proposed and implemented including: Colored Petri Nets (CPN) [6, 7] Nets Within Nets (NWN) [7, 9], Nested Petri Nets (NPN) [10,11] and object petri nets [12]. On the other hand, the multi-agent systems (MAS) offer an interesting solution for mastering, optimizing and controlling the complexity of large systems [13, 14]. The Agent Petri Nets (APN) paradigm combines the MAS and the PN approaches and is an appropriate and powerful formalism for modeling multi-agent systems [15]. This formalism expresses a set of theoretical MAS concepts, which concern the agents, the environments and the interactions between the SMA components. However, an important remark should be mentioned which concerns the lack of software modeling and verification tools for modeled systems by using the Agent Petri Nets formalism. This work comes in this order of ideas; we propose an approach based on a generic meta-modeling method for the APN formalism. Currently, applications that are developed in the context of the Model Driven Development approach [16, 19] are yielding very good results. This approach helps to increase the level of abstraction of the models and to automate complex programming tasks [17]. There are several applications of this approach in the field of software development; thus, we chose to develop the APN modeling tool using the Model Driven Architecture (MDA) by using the Eclipse environment [20]. The universal Eclipse platform provides powerful frameworks for users. The Graphical Modeling Framework (GMF) [21] and Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [22] furnish tools and solutions that can be used to develop various generic and powerful model-editing frameworks that can be specified in the Agent Petri Net formalism. The Object Constraint Language (OCL) [23], standardized by the Object Management Group (OMG) [24], adds structural verification code to the model.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: The second section deals with the related works. The third section is devoted to the presentation of a set of languages and platforms involved in the development of the graphical editing tools of the APN models. The APN tool is presented in the fourth section. In the fifth section, a description of our development approach is detailed. The sixth section presents a use case that is modeled with the proposed tool, and this paper ends with a conclusion and some perspectives.

II. RELATED WORKS

The modeling of complex systems with Petri Nets (PN) extensions has been a subject of intensive researches in recent years. Among the proposed tools in this domain: Colored Petri Nets (CPN), Object Petri Nets (OPN) and Agent Petri Nets (APN) are considered as modeling and verification mechanisms for these systems. Agent Petri Net (APN) is a very expressive tool that captures all the concepts of agents. Until now, the research made on the APN formalism, mainly revolve around applications in the modeling of specific systems. To our knowledge, a generic software platform for editing and analyzing a model formalized by APN has not yet been implemented. In [25, 26] the interaction protocols of the Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA) [27] is modeled by using the APN formalism. In [28], APN is used as a modeling and systems analysis tool for molecular biofilms.

Each of the extensions of the Petri net networks mentioned above is equipped with mechanisms and software tools that allow to model, analyze and simulate the systems expressed thanks to their own tools. CPNTools [29] is a sophisticated platform for modeling and simulating complex systems. For its part, Renew (Reference Net workshop) [30] is a platform that allows to develop and model the systems described in Reference nets (Object Petri Nets). Both of these last two tools provide valuable help for users to model their applications in a simple way, but they remain dedicated just for modeling and simulation of specific classes of the Petri nets. The current challenge in modeling and verification is to have automatic methods and tools that are generic and extensible.

The proposed work concerns the development of an expandable Agent Petri Nets manipulation tool as part of the Model Driven Engineering (MDE) software development approach that gives value to models in all cycles of the software development and automates the generation of the application code.

III. BACKGROUNDS

A. The Graphical Modeling Framework

Eclipse is an integrated development environment that has a plugin system to make it extensible [20, 31]. The Graphical Modeling Framework (GMF) [32] is an Eclipse Framework. It provides a Model Driven Architecture approach for generating graphical editors as Eclipse plugins. GMF itself is an Eclipse plugin. It is based on two Frameworks: the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [22, 33] and the Graphical Editing Framework (GEF) [34]. To develop a graphical editor, the three frameworks (EMF, GEF and GMF) must participate in the development process of the editor. Thus, GMF is an application of Model Driven Architecture in Eclipse; its main originality is to pass the model through all the development cycles of an application. A set of models related to the different frameworks (EMF, GEF and GMF) must be defined. A mapping between these models is done to generate a graphical editor under the GMF Framework.

We introduce below, the roles and concepts of each platform that participates in GMF. Thus, the models of each one are necessary to the developments of a graphic editor under GMF.

• The Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF)

The Eclipse Modeling Framework is a modeling solution proposed by Eclipse. It provides the mechanisms necessary to specify Meta models and quickly generate java-based applications. EMF relies on the MDA approach: from the beginning of the structured data model to the code generation of the corresponding application. For this purpose, EMF supports a description language of the meta-model in the Ecore format. In addition to the Ecore syntax, EMF has a unification mechanism [33] that allows developers to write their models in different languages (Java language, XML schema or Unified Modeling Language UML) and obtain an equivalent Model in Ecore Format.

The principles of the Ecore concepts: EPackage, EClass, EReference, EDataType are used to represent respectively the package, class, association and type of an attribute of a structured data model. The template definition is stored in an "ecore" extension file. EMF has a code generation technology that can generate the implementation of an application from a structured data model. Thus, a file that has the ".genmodel" extension must be generate at first. This Generator Model is used by the EMF Framework to generate the application code (classes and interfaces of model elements).

In addition to the application code generation, EMF allows to generate the code of the plugins Edit (It provides the necessary classes of adaptation of editing and display of model instances) and Editor (Plugin Editor provides the interface as a tree structure). Note that the EMF Framework can be used separately from GMF to generate a simple graphical tree editor.

• The Graphical Edition Framework (GEF)

GEF is an Eclipse framework dedicated to the creation of graphical representations for model elements [20, 32]. The editor generated by the EMF Framework is very basic. Having graphical shapes that are meaningful for model instances is often desirable for any developer. GEF can be considered as an efficient solution to generate
editors that meets the requirements of designers. The GEF Framework is used to define two types of models:
Graphical Models, which are files with the ".gmfgraph" extension used to specify the graphical representation of
each model instance and Tooling Models, which are files with the "gmftool" extension for creating pallets that are
used to draw graphics.

- **The Graphical Modeling Framework (GMF)**
GMF is an Eclipse solution for rapidly generating graphically rich feature editors and meets the desires of
designers. GMF uses models built by the EMF and those
defined by the GEF (Graphical and Tooling models) to
define a mapping model. It is based on a matching process
between entities of the .ecore model in a .gmgraph graphic model and visualizes components of .gmftool pallet models in order to generate the link model (.gmgen extension file). Generator Model of GMF
is the model used by GMF to generate the code of the
graphic editor of GMF.

**B. OCLinEcore for the structural validation**
The validation module of the EMF guarantees a high
level of structural validation of the system modeled
with respect to its meta-model. Nevertheless, like any
modeling language such as UML, the Ecore Language
stills insufficient to express some of the desired
requirements for a given model. The Object Constraint
Language (OCL) is initially integrated with UML to
express constraints in a formal and unambiguous way
on a model. Now, most of the modeling languages ensure
that they can benefit from the expression power of formal
constraints on models. Eclipse offers the possibility of
integrating OCL with platform modeling tools. There are
different ways to use OCL in Eclipse; the OCLinEcore
editor [23] is certainly one of the most suitable solutions
for an application modeled by Ecore.

**C. Agent Petri Net (APN)**
The choice of a good formalism to model a Multi
Agents System (SMA) is related, generally, to its ability
to efficiently represent this SMA and more precisely its
different concepts. In the literature, researches on SMA
have focused on different areas [13]. Therefore, several
axes can be considered in a multi-agent system. The four
dimensions for multi-agent systems: Agent, Interaction,
Environment and Organization seem to be the most
characteristics of such systems. Having a tool that makes
it possible to express explicitly all these important
concepts of multi agent systems is a minimal requirement.

Agents Petri is a formalism proposed in order to offer a
great expressivity of the modeling of multi agent systems
by combining the Petri Net formalism with the agent’s
paradigm. Its power to express the structure and the
behavior of multi agent systems as well as that of agents
through several functions and relationships is an
important solution for modeling complex systems. In
Agent Petri Nets, agents are represented by tokens and
the transitions are controlled by several agent-related
functions.

Formally, an Agent Petri Net [15] is defined by:

\[
APN = (P, T, A, Meadow, Post, Prj, F, Ft, Env)
\]

Where:

\[ P, T, A \] are finite sets of places, transitions and agents
respectively, such as:

\[ P \neq \emptyset, T \neq \emptyset, A \neq \emptyset \text{ and } A \cap (P \cap T) = \emptyset; \]

Post and Meadow are two arc-related applications. Such as:

\[ \text{Post: } T \times P \rightarrow \text{N} ; \text{Meadow: } P \times T \rightarrow \text{N} ; \]

\[ F_1 \] a firing precondition [see definition 2]

\[ F_2 : \text{expresses the possibility of an interaction between the agents:} \]

\[ F(A_i, A_j) = b, b : \text{booléan (0/1)} \]

\[ A_i \in \{ \text{total moderator, moderator, non-moderator} \} \text{ [see definition 3]} \]

\[ F_3 : \text{Allows identifying the relations between two agents as well as the data to exchange during an interaction between the agents. [See definition 4].} \]

\[ Env_4 : \text{A working environment of agents.} \]

Note: The pre-condition \( Pr_i \) and the function of relation
between the agents \( F \) control the activation of a transition \( j. \)

**Definition 1: Agent Constraint**
A constraint of an Agent is defined as \( \text{Cont}(A_i, P_i, T_i) \).
It is a crossing constraint of a transition \( T_i \) to connect in
relation of descent with a place \( P (P \text{ source}) \), formally:

\[
\forall i \in I, j \in J, k \in K, \exists \text{Cont}(A_i, P_i, T_k) = b
\]

Where:

- \( I, J, K \) are sets of numbers, respectively: one-place
  tokens, Places and Transitions.
- \( i, j, k \) are indices, respectively of Agent, Places and
  Transitions.
- The variable \( b, b : \text{Boolean (0 or 1).} \)

**Definition 2 Firing precondition:** \( Pr_i \)

Either, \( \text{Cont}(A_i, P_i, T_k) = b \), for a number \( nx \) of agent
we get:

\[
Pr_i = \lfloor \sum_{i=1}^{nx} \text{Cont}(A_i, P_i, T_k) \rfloor = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
0 & \text{if } \exists \text{Cont}(A_i, P_i, T_k) = 0 \\
1 & \text{else}
\end{array} \right.
\]

**Definition 3**
An agent can take three different values to indicate if it
is dominated by communication or has a hierarchical
degree:
- Total moderator = 1
- Moderator = 2
- No moderator = 3

**Definition 4:**
The agent function \( F_t \) allows identifying the relations between the agents and the exchanged data.

\[ F_t(t_i) : \langle \text{var1.data.var2} \rangle \]

Its interpretation is as follow:

- If \( \langle \text{var1 = 0 and var2 = 0} \rangle \) then there is no interaction between the agents and no data has been exchanged.
- If \( \langle \text{var1 = 1 and var2 = 0 or var1=0 and var2=1} \rangle \) then this is the beginning of interaction between the agents. The transition crossing case \( t_i \). Data: takes the value of the task to be carried out during transition crossing \( t_i \).
- If \( \langle \text{var1 = 1 and var2 = 1} \rangle \) then it means that the task is completed successfully.

**IV. THE APNTOOL FOR AGENT PETRI NET**

Our contribution is to implement a generic, powerful and extensible graphical tool that allows designers to graphically model applications formalized by Agents Petri Net, while ensuring a high level of verification of the conformity of the modeled systems. To achieve this goal, the choice of a good development process is necessary. Our development approach is to combine the power of the formal Agent Petri Net language with the Model Driven Engineering (MDE) and to use the mechanisms offered by these tools to generate a graphical context for manipulating the Agent Petri Net. The approach is depicted in Fig. 1. We chose to develop our APNTool according to the development approach MDA. Some modeling languages and tools that are part of MDA are used. As far as modeling is concerned, we use the Ecore standardized modeling language, which makes it possible to increase the level of abstraction of the model by making it more generic. In addition, the OCL specification language provides a complementary solution for structural model checking. The EMF Modeling Framework ensures that the model will be expandable at any time. In addition, it also supports code generation. Finally, the GMF Framework is used to facilitate the creation and the generation of the graphical tools. It is based solely on the definition and generation of models throughout the development process.

The proposed approach is decomposed into two successive stages:

**Step1: The modeling:** We propose a Meta model for the Agent Petri Nets formalism called "APN.ecore". The Ecore language of the EMF platform is used to specify the meta-model. Like the most modeling languages, Ecore does not allow to specify all constraints on a model. In order to increase the verification level of the modeled system, we add constraints specified in the OCL language to the meta-model "APN.ecore". The edition of the constraints code on the Meta model "APN.ecore" will be done via the OcInEcore editor.

**Step2: The graphical editor generation:** In order to generate the APNTOOL graphical editor, a set of models associated with the proposed Ecore model is defined and used to generate the code of the graphical editor (Diagram Editor). Two models derive from the Ecore APN Meta model stored in a file named "APN.ecore": the graphical definition model (APN.gmfGraph) and the pallet definition model (APN.gmfTool). They have then edited and adapted. The generation of such models is often inappropriate and their edition is necessary. After the model generation, the GMF Framework itself provides the application generation and the editor implementation code.

![Fig. 1. Development approach of the APNTOOL](image)

A. **Meta Modeling approach**

a. **The proposed Ecore Agent Petri Net Meta model**

The fundamental step to develop the APN graphic editor is to specify a Meta model that allows expressing the structural concepts of this formalism as well as the relations between these concepts. The Ecore language is used to define the APN meta-model. Fig. 2. (model diagram) presents the proposed meta-model "APN" in the universal modeling standard Ecore (tree representation).
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The meta-model is defined by a set of EClasses as follows:

**Place:** This class represents the Petri Net Agent Model Places. Each place is characterized by a name (attribute name) and consists of Agent type tokens.

**Agent:** This class represents the Petri Net Agent template tokens where each agent is characterized by a name and has a category declared as an enumeration to limit their possible agent level values, which are moderator, no-moderator or Total moderator.

**Transition:** This class represents the transitions in the Agent Petri Nets system where each transition is characterized by a name and structurally comprises two functions: the relation function named f and an interaction relation named Ft. These two functions are themselves also Eclasses.

**Link:** This class models the arcs between the places and the transitions elements and is characterized by the weight of the arcs (attribute weight). Two subclasses inherit from this class: LinkFromPlace and LinkFromTr, which can be used to characterize an arc coming down from a place or a transition (this characterization is used to specify the upstream and the downstream of an arc).

**F:** This class describes the function of relation between the agents and expresses the possibility of an interaction between the agents. It is characterized by the syntax attribute, which is of type string, used to enter the code of the function.

**Ft:** This class describes the relationship between the agents and allows identifying the relations between two agents as well as the data to exchange during an interaction between the agents. It is also characterized by the syntax attribute, which is of type string used to enter the code of the relation.

**Environment:** This class represents a MAS environment. It is characterized by a name and contains all the components of the APN system: Places (Place), Transitions (Transition), Agent (Agent), Arcs (Link), the function of relationship between agents (F), relationship between agents (Ft). The composition relation is modeled by the Ecore and Ereference concepts.

**APNLogicalSpace:** The presence of this class is due to the requirements of the implementation of the GMF Framework. It designs the workspace generated for the application (the space for instantiation and editing of model elements.). It contains the Environment element that represents the multi-agent system. An application can have only one environment or a set of sub-environments. In addition to its tree representation, EMF permits to visualize the APN Meta-model by a diagram, this representation is close to the UML class diagram (Fig.3.).

As mentioned earlier, EMF is a modeling framework that is part of the MDA approach; it offers the advantage of putting the meta-model "APN.ecore" in a level of abstraction that makes it easily scalable and generic.

There are two possible uses of the "APN.ecore" model. On the one hand, the APN model can be used to define a specific application model that is based on the Agent Petri Net formalism. This is the case, for example, of our editor (See Fig4.a.). On the other hand, the model can be placed at a very high level of abstraction. It serves itself to define other models of the specific domain systems. The APN model is considered here as a meta-model, it describes Multi Agent system concepts: Agents (Agent Eclass), Environment (Environment Eclass) and interaction between agents (Transition, F, Ft, and link: Eclasses). (See Fig4.b.).

b. The structural checking of the Meta model

The checking of a model's compliance with its meta-model is an essential key to validate a modeled system. The EMF Framework verifies a set of structural constraints. EMF guarantees the respect of the cardinality specification of Ereference between the model entities and still the respect of the senses of the relations (elements of the systems upstream and downstream of an arc). Another check concerns the case of deleting a referenced element, which automatically causes the deletion of all Ereferences (relations) related to this element. Nevertheless, EMF does not allow all to express and check all the constraints desired by the designer.
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For example, the uniqueness of the names attributed to model instances is an essential constraint for a formal model such as Agent Petri Net where the negligence of this property causes ambiguities in understanding of the semantics of the models. A future simulation of models is an impossible task with the existence of semantic errors. We have enriched our APN model by adding the rules of uniqueness of the names of objects of the same class. The following constraints “unique_name_environment”, “unique_name_place”, “unique_name_transition” and “unique_name_agent” are defined for the classes Environment, Place, Transition and Agent respectively.

These constraints make it possible to formally ensuring that the name of each instance will be different from all the names of the other instances of the same class. As seen previously, Eclipse offers several possibilities to model the constraints. The choice of the OclinEcore constraints editor seems to be the most favorable. It offers the possibility of editing the Ecore model and adding the OCL constraints code in the Ecore APN.ecore meta-model. Fig.5. shows the model enriched by invariants.

In our modeling approach, the meta-model is extensible and an addition of other constraints is always possible.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a.</th>
<th>b.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ecore as meta model</strong></td>
<td><strong>Ecore as meta-meta model</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APN.ecore Model (Specific model)</td>
<td>APN.ecore meta model (Generic model)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A real system</td>
<td>A model of specific domain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eg: APNTool (Graphical Editor of APN)</td>
<td>eg: InteractionProtocol.ecore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/</td>
<td>A real System (eg Graphical Editor of a protocol)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig.4. Ecore modeling levels.
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c. Generation of the application code

After defining the meta-model for the Agent Petri Net formalism and its enrichment with OCL, the creation of a generator model associated with the APN.ecore model is necessary in order to obtain the application java code.

The EMF generates a basic tree editor that permits editing APN meta-model instances then uses this code. The APN generator model is stored in the file named "APN.genmodel". It is ready to be used to generate the application code (Code package). This code is then used to generate the edit code (Edit package) and the diagram code (package editor) of meta-model Agent Petri Net.

B. Generation of the graphic editor APNTOOL

In addition to the tree editor provided by the EMF Framework, GMF can generate a rich graphical editor that meets the needs of designers. The tool is obtained after a series of definitions of the graphical models, which serve to define a concrete representation and a model of connection, which serves to link the models (to make the necessary correspondence between them) and finally a generator model which serves to generate the code of the graphical editor (Diagram Editor). These models are detailed in this section. The following three tasks are necessary to generate the editor: to define the concrete representation of the elements of the models, to link the models and finally to generate the code of the diagrams.

a. Concrete Representation

This step can be summed up in the derivation of the graphic models and tools associated with the meta-model. We have proposed the concrete representation of the APN model elements.

Thus and as the generation of GMF models and especially the graphical model can often be inconvenient, a default figure is assigned to each element of the meta-model, GMF offers the possibility to the users to adapt it and to make the necessary modifications if needs. It provides a Gallery of available figures, so that the designers can develop personalized figure. For example, the default rectangle figure is assigned to all meta-model Eclasses and a link to the associations. In our proposal, we have edited all the representations of the figures elements of the graphical model generated. Fig. 6. shows the graphical model.

For each element, we have specified a significant form that allows representing it graphically. After defining the graphical representation of the elements of our model, the definition of the tooling model is necessary. It provides a pallet of visual components corresponding to the elements of the meta-model. This pallet is used to instantiate and edit the elements of the model in the graphical editor. The generation of the tooling model is often suitable for the entire editor provided by GMF with, of course, the possibility of editing the model. We can keep the generated model unchanged. Fig. 7. presents the tooling model APN.gmTtool that corresponds to the meta-model APN.Ecore.

---

**Fig.5. Meta-model enriched with OCL constraints code.**

```java
package APN : APN = 'http://APN.ecore'

class environment {
    attribute name : String[];
    property ContainsPlace : Place [*] { ordered composes 1resolve };
    property ContainsTransition : Transition [*] { ordered composes 1resolve };
    invariant
    unique_name_environment:
    Environment.allInstances().forall(e1, e2 | e1 <> e2 implies e1.name <> e2.name);
}

class Place {
    attribute name : String[];
    property Placelinks : LinkFromPlace [*] { ordered composes 1resolve };
    property ContainAgent : Agent [*] { ordered composes 1resolve };
    invariant unique_name_place:
    Place.allInstances().forall(p1, p2 | p1 <> p2 implies p1.name <> p2.name);
}

class Agent {
    attribute name : String[];
    attribute cat : CategoryAgent[];
    invariant unique_name_agent:
    Agent.allInstances().forall(a1, a2 | a1 <> a2 implies a1.name <> a2.name);
}

class Transition {
    attribute name : String[];
    property TransitionLinks : LinkFromTransition [*] { ordered composes 1resolve };
    property ContainInput : F[*] { composes 1resolve };
    property ContainOutput : F[*] { composes 1resolve };
    invariant
    unique_name_transition:
    Transition.allInstances().forall(t1, t2 | t1 <> t2 implies t1.name <> t2.name);
}
```
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b. Linkage of GMF models

GMF makes it possible to link the three models: the meta-model "APN.ecore", the graphical definition model "APN.gmfgraph" and the pallet definition model "APN.gmftooling" to obtain the binding model named "APN.gmfmap". As we have already noted on the quality of the models generated by GMF, the link model is unsuitable. One must confirm the correspondence between the Ecore elements, the chosen graph and the appropriate pallet tool. All the three models must be selected correctly. Fig. 8. shows the edited binding model.

c. The diagram code generation

At the end of this process and thanks to the GMF generation system, the java code of the Diagram Editor is obtained. The resulting file for this step is the "APN.gengmf". GMF uses this model to provide the implementation of the graphical editor. Our tool (APN) runs as an Eclipse plugin. Fig. 9. shows the APN plugin interface. This tool permits the APN model elements editing from a palette of visual components on the workspace (APNLogicalSpace). A properties view is available to edit instantiated elements of the APN metamodel, for example for an Agent element, the values of its Name and Category attributes can be edited.

Fig.6. Graphical model APN.gmfgraph.

Fig.7. The APN.gmfTool tooling model.
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V. USE CASE

Today, parking system is a serious problem in the design of Smart Cities. Many studies proved that, when people are looking for a parking space they waste time, consume energy and they participate in the increase of the traffic congestion [36, 38]. The majority of research concerned with smart parking consider multi agents system as an efficient solution to resolve the problems of parking system like in [39, 40].

We experiment our APNtool in the design of a powerful Parking model, we release the idea in research [40], which assist user to find a parking place. According to this research in [40], authors propose four agents to manage the parking system and each agent have specifics tasks to realize as follows:

- Driver Agent: researches a parking space by requesting a manager then waits for the manager’s answer (success or failure).
- Manager Agent: receives request from agents with their preferences (prices and location) and works to find the appropriate parking space according to the agents’ preferences by sending request to the Sector Agents.
- Sector Agent: works to find the appropriate...
Parking agent’s space.
- Parking Space Agent: observes and validates the state of parking space and sends a result by message to Manager Agent.

Fig. 10. presents a modeling of Parking System by APN formalism using our APNTool Editor. Where:

- DA, MA, SA1, SA2, SA3, PA1,PA2,PA3: set of agents participate in parking management;
- P1: Driver Agent is ready to request;
- P2: Driver Agent is waiting to interact with Manager Agent;
- P3: Driver Agent is waiting for Manager answer;
- P4: Manager Agent is ready to interact;
- P5: Manager Agent is preparing request to Sector Agent;
- P6: Manager Agent is preparing request to Sector Agent answer;
- P7: Sector Agents are ready to interact;
- P8: Sector Agents is preparing request to Parking Space Agent;
- P9: Sector Agents is waiting for Parking Space Agent answer;
- P10: Parking Space Agents are ready to interact;
- P11: Parking Space Agent is processing Sector Agent request (success message or fail message or choose another Parking Space Agent);
- P12: Parking Space Agent is waiting to interact with Manager Agent;
- P13: Manager Agent is preparing Driver Agent answer;
- P14: Manager Agent is waiting to interact with agent;
- P15: Driver agent gets an answer of his request;
- T1: Driver Agent sends request to Manager Agent with his preferences (place and price);
- T2: Manager Agent receives Driver Agent request;
- T3: Manager Agent sends requests to Sector Agent;
- T4: Sector Agent receives Manager Agent request;
- T5: Sector Agent sends request to Parking Space Agent;
- T6: Parking Space Agent receives Sector Agent request;
- T7: Parking Space Agent chooses other Parking Space Sector;
- T8: Parking Space Agent sends success message to Manager Agent;
- T9: Parking Space Agent sends failure message to Manager Agent;
- T10: Manager Agent receives Parking Space Agent message;
- T11: Manager Agent sends message to Driver Agent;
- T12: Driver Agent receives Manager Agent message;

Fig. 10. The APN Parking model edited with the APNTool.
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This act concerns the interaction between agents (DA, MA, SA, PA). Each agent sends request as a message to the concerned agent and crosses the appropriate transition $T_i$. Driver Agent (DA) starts by requesting a parking space according to his preferences (place, price), DA crosses transition $T_1$. This schedule ends when Agent Driver receives the answer of his request by crossing transition $T_{12}$.

In our contribution, the combination of formal method (APN) with Tools of Model driven Engineering in the design of our APNTool Editor, granted a high level of abstraction and rigour in the design of Parking Model. The structural verification of Parking Model is supported by integrating EMF with OCL. Once the model is edited, its XML specification is automatically generated. Fig.11. presents the serialized XML document of the example concerning Parking Model in the GMF runtime; due to limited space, just a snip of generating code is captured. This file is ready to be reused by the tool itself or by other tools in the mission of a semantic verification or simulation of Parking Model by analyses techniques of Petri Net. Thanks to its specification in the XML standard, which makes it possible to overcome interoperability problems between systems.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a meta-modeling approach based on the model Driven Architecture. A generic meta-model that describes the concepts of the Agent Petri Net formalism is developed by combining the formal APN language with the informal Ecore-EMF modeling approach. We have developed a graphical modeling tool called APNTool, which is used to graphically define specified models in APN formalism by exploiting the power of the EMF modeling platform and the generation platform of GMF graphic editors.

The advantages of this work can be summed up in two essential points: firstly, the combination of APN with EMF-Ecore, which introduces a great rigor into the modeling and increases the level of abstraction of the models. The resulting models of this combination are generic and extensible. Developers can reuse concepts implemented in this generic model to define their own specific models. Secondly, a system model edition tool in Agent Petri Net is developed following the MDA approach, which facilitates the creation of applications based on the models in the development processes. The tool is powerful and serves to define valid APN models thanks to the EMF and the enrichment that has been made by OCL constraints. This tool is extensible and adding features is possible at any time. In future works, we propose to add other functionalities to our APNTool such as the behavior check and the proposal of simulation models based on the universal representation of instances of APN models under XML.
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